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"No!"

"Norm, Sully, come save me!"

Yonas was shocked when he felt Leon's attack. His mental state was starting to crumble!

After that, he immediately shouted out for Norm and Sully to help him!

"Brat, don't even think about it!"

The two of them immediately forced themselves up despite their injuries when they saw that Yonas was in danger.

Right after that, they struck out with two waves of incredibly strong energy, heading right for Leon's back!

They were trying to attack from behind to force Leon to abandon his attack on Yonas!novel.xo

"You don't know your place!" Leon said coldly.

He suddenly turned around and changed his stance as he punched out with both hands, using Double Attack again. The power

of his fists was extreme as they struck out at Norm and Sully!

After the earlier confrontation, Norm and Sully already knew how strong Leon was. He was more powerful than them!

They did not dare to take his attack head-on, and they quickly dodged aside, avoiding Leon's attack!

Other than that, the two of them could already see that Leon might be strong, but he still fell behind a bit in terms of speed and

explosiveness!

So, they planned on dragging things on, fighting Leon without taking any of his attacks head-on!

"Sir, Leon's too strong!"

"We'll hold him back for you. Hurry up and leave!"

Norm and Sully held Leon back as they shouted out to Yonas, asking Yonas to run!

Even though they were no match for Leon, they felt confident in holding Leon off for a moment so that Yonas could run away.

After all, they were both at the peak Emperor State!

As long as Yonas could leave the place safe and sound, Leon would probably not make things too hard for them for the sake of

the Thompsons!

Then, everything would be solved easily!

"Yes, alright! Fifi, let's go," Yonas realized something when he heard Norm and Sully's words!

After that, he no longer even thought about taking Elegante's shares as he grabbed Fiona's wrist with one hand and started to

frantically run outside!

"You're trying to run? It won't be so easy!" Leon sneered. He turned around and quickly started to pursue Yonas!

However, Norm and Sully both reacted very quickly. The two

of them rushed over and blocked Leon's path forward!

After that, they unleashed another set of strong attacks and quickly charged at Leon, trying to stop Leon from pursuing Yonas!

"Die!" Leon's eyes turned cold. He was incredibly angered by Norm and Sully constantly stopping him!

"You asked for it! Take this, Hurricane Break!" Leon shouted angrily. He punched his hands forward, gathering all his spiritual

energy into his fists as he unleashed the Ultimate rank Earth Class technique, Hurricane Break!

A wave of incredibly strong energy came out of his fists. It looked like an unbeatable tsunami that immediately started to crash

into Yonas, Sully, and the others!

Ever since Leon reached the Golden Core Phase, he learned several spiritual techniques. The strongest one was Hurricane

Break!

Hurricane Break was also a technique with a big area of effect. It did not just hit Sully and Norm who were in front of him, even

Yonas and Fiona, who were fleeing behind them, were hit!

The four of them were suddenly all assaulted by a massive wave of energy from Hurricane Break. Not a single one of them was

spared!
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